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A cycle of deterioration:

Speaker says black and Latino
communities facing adversity
should look within for solution
BY EDDIE PARK

The College Voice
Marta Moreno Vega gave
COIUlher take on the issues facing people of color today, saying, among other things, that
they are not much different than
they were 30 years ago.
Moreno Vega, executive director of the Carribbean Cultural
Centre, began her keynote address to the La tino Intercollegiate Conference with an autobiographical vignette of her life
in New York, where she grew
up as the child of Puerto Rican
immigrants. He; parents came
to America in search of a life free
from the racism they left behind
in their homeland, but instead
found that the land of opportunity had only disillusionment to
offer.
When Moreno Vega completed her secondary education,
she came to realize that the high
school she had attended was
severely inferior in the Art and
Music departments. She realized
then that America had two dis-

tinct educational systems; one
for the black and Latino students,
and the other for everyone else.
Eventually earning a scholarship to New York University,
Moreno Vega was again disappointed. She was indignant that,
in one course, instruction in African art and music occupied all
of one day, whereas the European artists and musicians received more attention. "Infect,"
she said, "all the students were
being miseducated.f by receiving only"a skewed and limited
history, a skewed and limited
experience." Moreno Vega said
she was angry about the propagation of" colonial thought," and
added, "European dominance
and hegemony continues in
1995," prompting
nods and
agreement from many members
of the audience.
After sketching out her background, she went on to speak
about American society, touching
on
the
issues
of
multiculturalism and soda Idisparity. One percent of the popuSee Latino Awareness Speaker, p. 2
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Conn Review hopes to stacHn the spring

Pamela lWbbif1s/!7te

CoUege VoiCe

New student publication would
provide course evaluations .
BY JENNY BARRON

News Editor
According to its constitution,

The Conn Review would provide
course evaluations to "aid students in making well-informed
curricular decisions." Pending
the passage of the constitution
by SGA, the student-run course
guide will begin publication next
semester for distribution in the

fall.
"This is something that will
create cohesion between faculty
and students," said senior Lou
Carter, president and founder
of The Conn Review.
The Conn Review will be published during the pre-registration period of each semester.
According to Lynn Brooks,
vice president for finance, the
administration will fund the organization in the form of a loan
for 'the first two semesters of
publication.
"Then we will evaluate it to
see what it's like and what [the]
faculty and student response is,"
said Brooks,explainingthat
they
will use this response to decide
whether or not to fund The COnll
Review for two additional semesters. Carter stressed that funding from the administration is
contingent
upon
the
organization's participation in
the finance process for student
clubs and organizations. That
process limits funding for firstyear clubs to $400, and secondyear clubs to $600; beyond the
second year there is no cap for
club funding.
"The goal is to see if this makes
sense," said Brooks. Once The
Con1J Review is past its first two
budget cycles, funding from the
administration will cease. He
added thatthisissimilartowhat

the administration has done in
the past to help new clubs get on
their feet before they can be sufliciently funded by the finance
process.
The process of compiling the
informafion to be included in
the publication will begin with
the The Conn Review stall's distribution of separate questionnaires to both students and professors. Professors will distribute student questionnaires in
class at the end of the semester.
The students' questionnaires
will be completed in class and
collected by the professors. Both
questionnaires, plus course syllabi, reading lists, and all additional materials will be sent back
to the staff via campus mail.
Once the information has been
ga thered, questionnaires will be
scanned, recorded, and transferred into a bar graph format.
At that point in the process,
the wri ting staff will create summaries of both professors' and
students' responses which will
be edited and reviewed by copy
editors, the co-editors-in-chief,
and the entire Executive Board.
The organization will be broken down into three sections:
the Executive Board, the Advisory Board, and the Editorial
Board. The Executive Board will
consist 'of the President, Vice
See Conn Review. p. 2
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Latino Awareness Speaker

Conn Review
0JId*twd from pogr I.

President. Editortsj-in-Chief, two Copy
Bditolli, mID Production Editors, and an
Ad .... rtising/Public Relations Manager.
The Advisory Board will be made up
of two faculty members, two students
and two alumni, all selected by the Executive Board. As of last Sunday, lay
Levin 73, a ew London attorney, lobbyist, and former Mayor of the City of
New London, had agreed to join the
Advisory Board. Another is expected to
be announced later this week.
The Editorial Board will be led by the
Editor(s}-in-<:hief and consist of the Copy
Editors, Production Editors, writers, and
staff of the publication.
Elections for all of the above positions

Continued from pag' I.

will take place in the last week of April
for the following year. Membership on
the staff will be open to all matriculated
students, and non-voting membership
will be open to all faculty, staff, administration, and their families.
In addition to the approximately 48
student members of the new organization, 890 students recently signed a petition supporting its establishment which
was circulated for four days last week
"I was proud to see that people are
genuinely concerned about their academics by voting for this petition," said Carter.
"The 890 signatures have spoken to the
college, to the administration, and to the
faculty."

Access phone
receivers stolen
BY lENNY BARRON

News Editor
On Saturday morning, between the
hours of 2:30 a.rn. and 7:00 a.rn., the
receivers for the dorm access phones
were stolen from approximately ten
houses.
According to the bulletin broadcast
message left by Mark Hoffman, director of student activities, the thefts rep,

resent a definite security problem for
the campus, if students have any information regarding the incident, they
are asked to contact either Campus
Safety or the Office of Student Life.
In the meantime, the access phones
may still be used. To gain access to a
dorm, hold down the receiver for 5-10
seconds, then dial in the access codes
as usual.

of federal affirmative action policies
which she sees as a "move to equalize th~
playing fields."
Moreno Vega then said that black and
Latino communities are deteriorating by
the minute and pointed out that a
cuts.
"healthy community can replicate itself."
Moreover,shesaid, statistics show that
'Thirty-year-old
paradigms of the isolathe numbers of black and Latino men
tion
of
minority
communities and diswho go to jail are steadily iI1creasing,
. crirninationagainst
while the number
their members are
graduating Irom
now
recurring in
high school are
American society,
decreasing.
In
she warned.
The
fact, not only are
solution,
she
of-·
there more black
fered,
is
for
indiyouths in prison
viduals
within
than in college,
these
communities
but fewer black
totrytobringabout
students
are
change.
graduating from
In conclusion,
college today than
Moreno
Vega exdid ten years ago,
plored
the
developwhen the populament of the relation was much
tionship between
smaller.
college students
Correctional inand their home
stitutions
take
communities once
these criminals,
~
Evan Coppola/Plwtography Editor
they
leave
for
and in Moreno
Morena Vega was the keynote speaker for
school.
Should
Vega's opinion,
the Latino Conference
these students disput them into an
associate themselves and continue to seek.
increasingly
privatized
goal system
success elsewhere? Or should they conwhere minorities work in what constitinue to be active (within the commututes virtual slave labor. She noted that
such treatment of people of color by the nity) on a different level? The continuing
cOlmectionbetweene:conomically-disadgovernment is similar to the institution
vantaged youths who become successful
of slavery which ended over one hunis often viewed as critical, since those
dred years ago.
who go to college may be able to impact
With the establishment of the North
younger friends and relatives as role
American
Free Trade
Agreement
(NAfTA},Mexicansarepaidhalfasmuch
models,
as Americans for identical work, a fact
But how can one have the largest imthat Moreno Vega sees as evidenciary of pact?
the continuing marginalization of Latinos
Marfa Moreno Vega believes that one's
in public policy. She believes that it is
answers to these questions determines
critical for minorities to "claim a space in the amount of service one will do for the
histo ," and advocates the continuation
communi
.
lation owns 40 percent of the wealth, said
Moreno Vega, and thatmostlywhItesegment is growing faster than ~ver, while
minorities are being left behind due to
federal and state budget and program

finance

ing the
plotesS, Th.eywilIbe\
IQMB\<'n~IlYida~olJ!W<w~f;'w~ij):ti
callingotherschoolsto
get ideas for the % chair, sai~"thiltthey.al~!»,6t~~t9;
re~orking. Cote adde.d that ~ cOlXl-,~blisha
designat€A'dtivlpgwoc,
mlttee would soon be startmg their- gram,posBiblygettiAgtlieYellowCpb
annual process of auditing-clubs,
, Company to take Intoxicated students
Ted Svehlik, SAC chair, said the back to Connfree of c/)arg€i,atj,<\gettheme for this year's winter formal
ting a big-name, speaker stldias &!tty!,!
would be announced after ThanksgivFord, Natalie Cole, Or Kitty Dukakis
Ing break..
<
come and address the issue of resPOI\.~,!
Ryan Eschauzier, president of the sible drinking'viI
@" ','
juniOl cIass~ reminded the Assembly
A PIOPO'"'I wasuna~ouslypassed;
'.
that aftel eIght parking ticketB, stuestablishing a Physical PWIt Com.o:rlJ" ,e,
dentswillfacehavingtheircarsbanned
leeofSGA.1'hecomm!tteewill,am<mg
.•'
from campus.
other things, serve asan outlet forwr- ,.
Daniel
Horwood,
senator
of renUy misdirected action items, conHamilton, announced that the Asseln- cems about lighting, and dorm upbly would be discussing
possible
keep.
~
cbanges,blOUghtbyhimself,KBSenaA senator,
house
governor,
tor Damon Krieger, and Freeman Sena- housefellow,environmenlal
coordinator Maya Perry, to the college's racial tor,andtwostudentsatJargewi!lserve
harassment policy at the meeting fol- on the new committee.
lowing break.
Ryan Eschauzier, juniol class pretli.
Svehlik and other members of the dentandapor15Orofthe
proposal, said
Alcohol Policy Review Committee
he hopes to get the commiftee started
(APRC) presented last years alcohol
as soon as possible.
use study to the AS5elIlbly. (For an inOnaseparatenote,Eschauzieradded
depth report on this study please see that the junior cJass would behaving a
the article on page 1of the Septembel
Paul's Pasta dinner in Crow's Nest on
26,1995 issue of The CoElege Voice.)
November 30.
The committee made the following
Craig McCIw:e, senator of Earth
recolIllIlendations given the lesults of House, announced thilt they are lookthe survey: the establishment of lIlole ingforclHlpansorsforthisyearsEarth
staple events on campus, an increase of Day in April. McCrure $aid that they
new activities, increased eonununity
have booked Ani DiFranco and are
involvetnent including free non-akotrying to get enough lIloney togethel
holie drinks for the designated driver
to pay for the event.
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GARDE ARTS CENTER

NEW lONDON
Thursday, December 14 at 8:00 pm
Reserved seating' $30 L
(I
$23.00 and $~l 00 sage ncludlng taX-deductible donation to the' Garde),
TIckets a;e ~ t~d=nt, senior and group discounts are available.
va a Ie at the Garde Arts Center Box Office.
Charge By Phone 860-444-7373.
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Health in the 90s:

First Response: Do we need it on our campus?
BY MICHELLE

RONA YNr

Editor in Chi£!
Accidents can and do happen
here on campus. The question is
how safe are you and how easy
would it be for you to receive
care if an accident were to happen to you.
There is no trained first response unit on campus. At colleges, larger than ours, Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
units are becoming more common.
According
to Brett
Goldstein, trained MRTand student director of the L&M internship program,
Villanova recently held its second annual
collegiate EMS convention. "It
is more common at big schools.
MIT has there own ambulance
unit," said Goldstein.
In the event of an emergency
at COIUl one is instructed to call
111. That would connect you to
campus safety. Many times they
are the most likely to be the first
on a scene of an accident, managing the situation until help
ar-rives.How much training does
campus safety have? "They are
trained in CPR and First Aid,"
said Jim Miner, director of campus safety. This requires six to
eight hours of training.
According to Evan Coppola,
an EMT in Massachusetts and a

member of the EMS internship
have an R-1 unit on campus.
program at Conn, the training
Every town in Connecticut has
that campus safety receives is an R-1 unit- first response, an R2 unit- ambulance response and
far from adequate. "There may
R-S paramedic response.
beexcepbons but as far as I know
In local towns trained R-l's
the college requires campus
carry around pagers and 911
safety to be trained in CPR and
dispatch will send out a tone
Red Cross First Aid," said
and those who are trained can
Coppola.
Coppola believes that the respond. "EMS is about time,"
said Goldstein.
training Campus Safety receives
According to Goldstein, in the
prepares them to deal with basic
bleeding, put on splints and ba- case of cardiac arrest CPR must
sically wait for further help to be administered within four
arrive. "This is inadequate for minutes or brain damage could
anyone with a serious injury," occur. The sooner CPR is administered the better.
said Coppola.
"Campus safety's equipment
The same is true for a trauma
is poor. They have a basic first situations.
According
to
aid kit with gauze padsand nothGoldstein, when someone is losing for any major bleeding or ing a decent amount of blood,
trauma," said Coppola. "But in close to two liters, they could be
fairness to the officers they act dead unless someone can adwell in accordance with their minister fluids quickly.
training."
Sam Vineyard's accident was
In Connecticut R-l's must offered by Goldstein as an exhave MRT training or above. In ample of a case where a first
order to be an MRT, one must response unit would have been
have 60 hours oftraining and to helpful. Vineyard fell from his
,be an EMT have 120 hours of -third story room and had serious injuries. "The most importraining. The primary function
of an R-l is to assess the situa- tant issues ina situation like that
tion so when the ambulance or are the ABC's: airway, breathsaid
paramedics arrive they do not ing and circulation,"
Goldstein. He added issues like
have to.
According to Goldstein,
a a c-spine need to be accounted
for and in the case of a c-spirie
paramedic that came to campus

..

~"'~.~.

VA

....

ing,instant glucose and oxygen.
If someone who had diabetes
were to need glucose that could
quickly and easily be remedied
by an R-1 with instant glucose,
noted Goldstein. He also added
that oxygen is important because
anyone with angina or a stroke
needs to get oxygen right away.
He added the need is evident
on campus because many older
staff members are prime candidates for heart attacks and receiving oxygen right away is
essential.
Goldstein added that he always carries a bag in his car. "As
an MRT it is my duty to act,"
stated Goldstein.
Do we need this on our campus? Clearly, Coppola and
Goldstein see it as a necessity.
Lynn Brooks, vice president for
finance indicated that it was an
issue that had not really been
considered. "1 don't think we've
studied at all," said Brooks.
Brooks believed the concerns
would be mostly related to insurance. "During the day we
have a good response from the
health center," said Brooks.
"We'd have to study it to understand all the ramifications."
Miner did not have enough
information to comment on the
idea but did add that you can
never have too much training.
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. Here:s your chance to be in schmoozing. Answer the following queshonesty and creativity. Some questions areprivate, some are just
stupid ways to test character. When all is said and done, we think you'll be
a better person - and maybe you'll learn a little about yourself.
- Male/female
- Y.O.G. or faculty /staff
.
1. Have you ever tried on the opposite sex's underwear?
2. Lorenzo Lamas or Fabio?
3. Who are the two main characters on "Chips"?
4. Who ran againstl<ennedy in 1960?
5. Would you punch yourself for fifty bucks?
6. Would you rathertalklike Ricaq!o"richCorinthianlea!her"
Montalban
or James "I am your lather, Luke" Earl Jones?
7. What is your idea of hell?
.
8. Which faculty member would you most want to see naked?
9. Who composed "The Four Seasons"?
10. Have you .ever found any of the following in your Harris meal:
a) a hair b) a fly c) nutrition d) a smaUtoy
11.lfE:ae1, Webster, and Arnold all got in the steel cage, in the end who
would still be standing atop the blood-soaked canvas?
12. If you ~ouJd assa~~ate ~mebody, who would it be and why?
13. What, m ~our opUlJOn, IS the greatest movie of all time?
14. Can you gtve us the lyrics to the theme song from "The Facts of Life"?
15. Was O.J. guilty? Yes or no.
.
16. What do you hate the most about this school? Whatdoyou like
t?
17. If Dom Deluise's ass was ham, would you slice it?
mos.
18_Have you ever "sweat to the oldies"?
19. What were Romeo and Juliet' 5 last names?
20. Do you
Michael Jackson touched that little boy's winkie?
21. AutcreroticlSm: a) narclslstic b) just plain fun
22. What do you think the guys from "Men at Work" are doing right
now?
23. What ~umber is hydrogen on the periodic table?
24. Who IS the next childhood star to get hooked 0
k
Pth
bli"
ncoe,posefor
en ouse,..orro a quorstore: 15 It a) Macau!ey Culkin b) Chris .
"
c) Elijah Wood d) Keisha Knight-Pulliam e) the brothers La
tina RiCCI
'.
wrence
25 . C or d uroys In the spnng - do they make your butt f ?
26 Will you be remembered?
s mg.
27. Spell antiimmunoglobulin.
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Depression and the college years ... when

crises of identity and intimacy can overwhelm
BY APRIL. ONOIS

Publzsh<r
AND

RONAYNE
EdilO' in dud
Some call it "The Beast"
MIcHELLE

.Evm llulugi. Use sun is ,hining and lilt sJcy is
blut, thtday looks _y to Jill. Sl .. iits in bed and
6'pulls tIte covtrS UOC' ha /read. 171t thoughl of
gdting up is uuenulltlming, and euery los!:, no
. SI L_
'~...l
matter howtrivia I .seemsdaunting.
It~Sln15~
closs again, bul till! idta of ac/uQlly calling her
professor is morethan shecan btar. ShdIDs wokm
up In TI,e Pit again. Slle is rmlizing that the hole
gd,biggtrandbiggt!'eueryday,and,iJtwcndtrs,
UWilll evu tsCQ'" this nnin?"
YYAftn'some thought she climbs out of btd, hut.
not out of tilt abyss sht lIDSfalltn into. 17It day
cr«ps by tndlessly and wilh euery ptlSSing moIntnl Jill critically a.. l!JUSlIerstlf, btlierJing she
can do nolWng righl. "How did things gd tllis
bad?" sill! wondus. !Alt!', she slowly trudgts
IuIlnt, watching lht aulumn leaves as tJreyfall,·
and notius slit isfialling in much tilt same manner. Slrefeels numb and has lost hapethat tomorrow rOOlbe a belta day.
JournaJist TracyThompson calls it 'The
Beast." Others have referred to it as a pit,
a hole, or an abyss. Whatever you name
it, the disease is depression, and it is the
mostcommonlyexperienced
psychological disorder. Studies show that close to a
third of all people suffer some form of
depression in their lives, with 10 percent
of the population suffering severe episodes many given year, Women are disproportionately affected and are twice as
likely from men to suffer from some form
of depression at one point in their life.
The c.oUege yeats

"I spent on inCTttldingOfnount of time olOflc.!f
I TlJOS wi/It people, I felt as though I was surrounded by strangers on Q bus. 771eworld seemed
to betelescoping away; / saw everything through
tile wrong end ofpairofbinoculars, watching tiny,
ani/nated peapleat the other end engaged in activities I could not fathom. I spent Ilours walking
around campus at all times of dny, encased in
loneliness as palpable as a:mor with an unreasoning IlOstility."
This was how Tracy Thompson described her depression during her junior
year of college in her book, The Beast, A
Reckoning with Depression. The college
years are a time of many changes and can
be very traumatic and overwhelming.
Dr. Singer, associate professor of psychology as well as a licensed clinical psychologist explained some of the reasons
a college student might be faced with a
depression
''Developmentally, young people are
in a stage of life where they're trying to
make sense of who they are and what
their identity is. They're also trying to
take the first steps in creating more longterm significant [romantic) relationships:' said Dr. Singer, discussing the
affect of the illness of depression on college students. "So both identity and intimacy are becoming pressing concerns."
Dr. Singer pointed out that although a
person could experience an episode of
depression at any lime throughout the
four years of college, there may be more
of a tendency toward depression during
the first and last years of college when
students are faced with significant life
transitions.
"You can think about periods within
the four years when students might be
more prone to feeling states of distress or
unhappiness:'
Dr. Singer began. "For
studentsarrivingat
the college, they have
left home, have taken on a new level of
responsibility and independence."

.
_
the introjective depressIOn.
.'
d
t that for people
Dr Smger pointe ou,
.
a "vulnerability" to depreswho have
.'
aryfactorin
sion (familyhistoryIsapnm
'..
ch
ln bility) these
determuu;g S'\. a ';"tr~~tion ca'n prepenods 0 slgru;an f d
'on
cipitate ahnePIlS e °d ?epress,.
d
What s ou you
o.
f
I
t rt
ld be talk"The irst p ace to s a wou
. h fro d
d f ily If you're
ing wtt
ren san
arrurv.
d b
h t t
mplish in
confuse a out w a 0 acco
th
ld
b t
capacity for
, tiewor ~ o~ ~ o~/o~~ple
you care
m maJ'd a. d°Dr sP
"Tell them
a bout
•
"1 a VISe
1
dth't mger.
f Il'keyou're
you re one yan
a you ee I
ct.·th
ople "He pointed
notconne mgwl
pe
.
out that if one values one's relationship
.
.,.
I
. ht Iso I
wlthanmdlvldua
,one mIg a
va ue
f
db
k
H
that person's ee ac.
e a Iso recom.
che
~
mended tallcin
thg tel°coo
s, protessotrsd'
fe ergy, or any rus e
members
. f'0
authonty 19ure.
"If talking with them doesn't seem to
make the situation any better, and ~ou'~e
not seeing any progress in your !ife, m
your relatIonships or m your work and
"
you are feeling your sense of depression
increasing, it might be importantto consuit a professional," said Dr. Singer.
He added that depressed individuals
should take seriously the
reccomendations
of their
friends to seek help.
How serious is it?
Dr.Singerreccomendsthat
the following issues be kept
in mind
in evaluating
whether your conditIon is
serious enough to warrant
seeking counseling,
"First;" he said, "No one
should ever feel ashamed of
, speaking to a professionalwe relyuponexpertand
professional advice in so many
other realms of life, why
shouldn't we take advantage
of the knowledge and exper, tise that mental health professionalscanprovidetous?"
Dr., Singer added that one
.
]essia>IWgersffhe CollegeVo", should not feel overly cone college years bring about periods of depression in
cemed that a problem causstudenls.
ing disruption in one's life is
~otsignif~canteno~ghtojus"
hfy seekmg outSIde help.
Mental health professionals are trained
as introjective. A person experiencing
to evaluate the seriousness of the probintrojective depression is apt to have
thoughts and feelings pertaining to their
lems you bring to them:' he said. '1f your
sense of competence, their ability to problem does not appear to require onachieve, and their overall effectiveness.
gomg counselmg, it is both their role and
"She thinks I'm an idiot, I thought. r responsibility to give you that feedback."
did not blame her. Every time I read a
Also, Dr, Smger said that awareness of
paragraph and went on to the next, I some of the. common symptoms of clinical depression can be helpful to one atforgot the one before."
Thompson believed, as do many in an tempting to distinguish temporary disintrojective state of depression, that she tress from a severe disorder.
Common symptoms include sleepin'
was inadequate. She believed it was betoo
much ortoo little, though the mao ~
cause of her stupidity that she could not
ity sleep too little, loss of appetite ~n~
do the job.
'1n one case people are sad and un- weight loss, loss of energy and loss of
pleasure in activities that used to ive
happy because they feel lonely, abanone pleasure.
g
doned, unIovedthey feel they don't
Most of all, Dr. Singer said that one
have anyone they can depend on," said
Dr. Singer.
should be concerned about feelin s of
For people
suffering
from the
f~in and sadness that won't go a~a.
1 m talking about that wrenching
~_
introjective type of depression, the central issues manifest themselves in recur- ness inside you:' he stresSed, "if you ~~d
rentthoughtslike,Tmnotgoodenough:
yourself sitting at lunch and feelin
hole inside you."
\
g a
'I'm going to fail: and 'I can't do it:
It is this type of depression that seniors
According to Dr. Singer, onewho-'"feels
might be the most prone to since theyare
that this profile of symptoms fits their
confronting questions of how they will situatIon IS considered at high . k '
lin' I d
rlS ,or
earn a living and how they will define
c lCa epression and is likely t
their roles in society. Issues of self-doubt
spond effectively to medical trea~ r~
and crises of self-confidance dominate
Others who do not identify as cl':'~y

.
Intimacy and identity
All depressions are not create d equa, 1
according to Dr Singer. Not only do
.
1 ls f
individuals experience different eve 0
disturbance and interruption in their
lives, but the sources of their depression
can be various. However, Dr. Singer said
h
th tw di ti t
that researchhass
own at 0 IS me
.
h
d
I ped
patterns of depression ave eve 0
'.
cliti d
.,
The first, called ana tic epressron. 15
'
I'
hi
d
based on feelmgsaboutre ations psan
dependency on others.
'1 began to obsess that he was secretly
in love wi th ano th erg!!;. 1 I panl 'ck e d "U I
.
kn
his
he
bo ts"
did not
ow
exact w rea u .
Those were Thompsons feelings re."
.
gardmg her relahoship m the midst of
.
On f th
bher depressIOn.
0
e many pro ·
lems fac ed by th ose w h 0 are d epresse d IS
the inability to be hopeful for the future '
. th'e~r
and th e need to ha ve someone m
life Thompson'a sentiments can be lypl_
.
.
. .
cal of those mananaclihcstate
of de pressian.
''For first-years," said Dr. Singer::One
.. I'
be th
o f th e cnhca issues may
e separa.
f
f'J
d f
.
f
bon rom affiJ y an
ormmg 0 new
·
hi
[ 't t' ] h'ch
b
re 1a tIOns ps, aSl ua Ion W I may e
difficult and challenging."
Thesecondtypeofdepressionisknown

with this set of symptoms may be experi
.
t
encmg a more emporary struggle with
I"
'ld
diti
that
b
u~,amI ercon mon
. can etreated
WIthout recourse to medication,
h
f dl
.
Thoug ts 0 en mg It
Many people suffering from depres' sion entertain thought of suicide at some
point. They are at a point in which they
behave pessi . .
think and
ave pessimistically. But that
ha
is not to sayt
t everyone who is depressed attempts contemplates
or attempts suicide.
Dr. Singer emphasized the psychologically classic distinction between passive
suicidal ideation, in which one might
have the desire to go to sleep and never
ke
"
d t'
. 'd l'd
.
wa
up, an ac Ive SUlCI a 1 eahon,
in which one has a plan or has gethered
the means to commit suicide .
Active suicidal ideation does ndt always lead to suicide or even genuine
'
attempts to die, according
to Laura
.
.
.
.,
Hesslem,dIrectorofCounselmgServlCes.
f
h
t'
th t
fifty
In act, sees ~a.t~s
a over.
perc~nt of those vlsltmg Counselmg SerVlCes have thought about killmg them. , h' 'I'
Sh
selves at some pomt m t eIr Ives. e
'
I d"
. be
detailed the comp ex IStmctIon tween
. 'd 1
.
hich
'd'
'ct 1
5U.ICIa gestures, In w
an m IVI ~.a
mIght make a plan and gather eqUIpment together to make an attempt on
their life, perhaps even taking some action, from suicide attempts. In the first
case, the individual does not truly wish
to die, but wants to convey the seriousness of their feelings to others. People in
this situation may be likely to harm themselves and then call a friend or emergency services for help. In the latter case,
the individual may truly wish to die, but
their actions a_re incomplete, perhaps
because another person has intervened.
Bi-polar illness is not depression
Many confuse tfie conditions of
clincial depression and bi-polar illness,
formerlyknownasmanic-depression.Bipolar illness is a fluctuation between two
states of mind. Those with bi-polar disorder will experience the symptoms of depression but they will also experience
periods of mania. Persons in a state of
mania may feel delusions of unusual
power, creativity or brilliance. Accordingto Dr. Singer, theymayengageexcessive activities such as writing non-stop
for days, co!"pulsive shopping, indiscriminate sexual activity, and other highrisk behaviors. The manic state could last
for 30 minutes to three weeks, but will be
followed by a crash resulting in a period
of depression.
'Recovery
"It is tempting to romaticize, to look back and
say lilat drtQm presaged my triumph over th,
BtQst. But there is no triumph hue, only w~er
waY'offighting.],uspect
thottheBtQstandiare
life partners. But it's okay, I have an ordinary life·
and though SOl1l£ might think it dull, IIell you it's
sweet. Ordinarly life is a miraculous Ihing."
Thompson believes she will face visits
from the Beast throughout her life. For
many therapy and medication mean a
return to a healthy life and an escape
from the Pit, the hole or the abyss,
,
Perhaps, there will be rriomentsofpam
and ~houghts ~f depression that crop up:
The mtroducllon of the newer anll-depressants has helped tremendously with
rec?very from depression and some remaIn symptom free forever. Ev~n if there are return visits none for
most people none as ever as long and
paInful as the depression that eventually
II
causes them to seek help. Eventua y,
ordinary life can, as Thompson put it,
seem miraculous.
II
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Suicide: when there's no turning back
BY CYNTHIA

Ptzztrro

Cupy Editor
"Got a ticket Jar a runaway train
... It's just easier than detllin' with
the pain."- "Runauxzy Train,"
Sou/ Asylum
Suicide is the third most common cause of death in the 15-to
24-year-old age group. People
. in this segment of the population are especially at risk for
several reasons. The frustrations
of adolescence, academic pressures, transient relationships,
and difficulties related to living
away from home for the first
time can all contribute to what
someone might perceive as an
impossible life.
For college students, these factors can be especially intense.
This May, Harvard student
Sinedu Tadesseprovided a grim
example.
On the last day of
finals, this junior first stabbed
her roommate 45 times, then
hanged herself in the shower.
Tadesse had apparently had a
disagreement with her roommate, Trang PhuongHo, regarding rooming arrangements for
the next year, and had recently

The same
is true for
been told by an administrator
that she was unlikely to be ac- housefellows; they are advised
to refer 10 deans, Counseling
cepted into Harvard Medical
Services,
and/or
Campus
School.
Her reaction was severe, grue- Safety, depending on the situation. Dan Traum, housefellow
somely ending the lives of two
exceptional students and com- of Branford, said that "the protocol for us [housefellows] is to
ing as a surprise to their friends,
their familes, and the Harvard get help."
Once informed about a situacommunity.
tion, the deans can ensure thai
At Connecticut College, there
The
are a number of provisions for thestudentseescounselors.
College
the prevention of suicide. Ac· official Connecticut
"Protocol to Address Suicide
cording
to
Catherine
Concerns"
stipulates that "The
WoodBrooks, dean of student
life, the issue of suicide is ad- College Counseling Service will
be responsible for the evaluadressed in the inslructionofcamlion of suicidal risk and the need
pus administrators, and some
for follow-up treatment."
faculty and administrators have
It is a frightening facl that the
had formal training in suicide
rate of suicide is on the rise. An
prevention. Housefellows also
receive some instruction on sui- October 1995 news release from
the Center for Disease Control
cide in their training before the
and Prevention says that over
school year begins.
,32,400
people killed themselves
WoodBrooks
said that the
in 1994, as compared t031,230 in
function of the faculty and ad1993. Moreover, the statement
ministrators who suspect a stureveals that the rate of suicide
dent is suicidal is to help connect
him or her with Counseling Ser- for males age 15 to 24 has more
vices. "What the faculty do is than tripled since the middle of
the century.
raise the red flag to the deans,
So what is it that can actually
"said WoodBrooks.

push a person to ending his or
her life? The most common
cause is depression, whether
brought about by loss, change,
abuse, or any unfavorablesituation. Depressed people may feel
trapped and helpless, and see
themselves as worthless and
unloved. Suicide can appear to
be a rational solution to someone who is unable to see other
options.
Suicide usually does not come
without warning. Thereare various "symptoms" suicidal people
often display that, if recognized,
can save their lives. Some are
well-known, such as giving
away one's prized possessions
or suddenly withdrawing from

close friends, but others are not
as self-explanatory.
Difficulty
concentrating or making decisions can mean someone is dis-tracted by thoughts of suicide,
and an abrupt positive change
in mood can indicate that someone has actually made the commitment to kill him or herself
and is happy that soon "it will
all be over,"
The best course of action to
take if you suspect a friend at
Conn of considering suicide is
to go to Counseling Services or a
dean to discuss the situation.
There is nothing to lose if the
person is not suicidal, but if so,
counselors can deal with the
problem.

Food is the enemy
BY MICHELLE

RONA YNE

~

Editor in Chief

Sarah sits alone at a table in the dining hali. She
has notiad that sire gained a jf!W pounds in the
past month and feels disgusted witll herself· Sile
only ate some rice and had a little water but still it
feels like too much. Herfriends botllered her again,
telling her she needs toeat more. But sIre can't. She
can't allow I,melf to do that. Sile thinks to lIerself,
"1 am in control." She decided to stay behind
because her jri£nds always folllYW her to tile bathroom when she is done eating, just in cast ...
Sarah weighs only 105 pounds, below average
for her 5'6· frame. Still, wl,enever slle walks by a
mirror she sees herself as extremely overweight. It
doesn't matter wfMt herfriends tell her, she sees
herself only tilrough her eyes and slle believes only
her eyes. She feels proud that me is not letting her
hunger get the best of her. She has never once
thoug1zt that she might hate an eating disorder.
Americans have a love/hate relationship with food. Eating is often a social
activity, something everyone can do together because we all need to eat. Yet, our
society also fears becoming too heavy.
For some people,· food becomes an enemy and sometimes an emotional support.
When food becomes a tool to conquer
emotional problems. or when one's view
of one's body is distorted and not realistic, it is safe to say that that person has
deveioped an eating disorder.
Far more women than men suffer from
eating disorders. Many women experience societal pressure to stay thin. As
adolescent girls and young women flip
through the pages of an average fashion
magazine, theyareoftenconfronted
with
images of waif-like models and many
teens and young adults feel that they
should look that way too.
Anorexia nervosa is dermed as an overwhelpung desire to remain thin, ~.vento
the point of starving oneselL The person
suffering from anorexia refuses to acknowledge that he or she is underweight

because the perception of his or her body

said Hess\em.

is distorted.

Often

times

Those suffering from bulimia nervosa
abuse purgatives such as laxatives, dluretics and diet pills. They also binge eat'
and then purge because of the tremendous feelings of guilt. When they binge
they do so in secrel. Both diseases can
have serious health ramifications.
According to Laura Hesslein, director
of counseling services, when one thinks
of an eating disorder, one thinks of
anorexia or bulimia, but obesity is the
most common form of an eating disorder "Bulimia and anorexia are diagnos. . ds." ldHI·
be wor s, sal
ess em.'
On most college campuses the most
common forms of disorders are bingeing
and purging and limiting food intake.
According to Hesslein, those are symptoms of disorders. "People are quick to
give a diagnostic label to somebody who
is bingeing and purging, calling them
bulimic and that's not always the-case,"
said Hesslein.
According to Hesslein, there is a lot
more bingeing and purging on this campus than people who fit the diagnosis of
bulimia or anorexia. "Its an eating disorder of some kind. A lot of eating disorders don't fit all the criteria for anorexia

tho~ who.have
eating d isorders also have
Iss~es . WIth
then self-esteem, body ISsues,
I~sues
about pedechoru~mand often tun~~
th~re
arefamiheshistories of other
Sharyn Miskovitz/TIIt Co/lege Voice
sub s tan c e Long-lasting and intense feelings of pain can lead to acts ~f
abuse
Said desperation, including suicidal gestures and attempts to die.
Hesslein, in a family with alcoholism or the secret," said Hesslein.
drug a.tJUseItISnot un~sual to find someIt is scary to think that food can become
one WIth a problem With food.
a weapon, an enemy to project emotions
Hesslein offers a few suggestions. to that are too difficult to handle. It is diffithose who are trying to help a f!l~nd WIth cult to ever find perfection with your
an eating disorder. S?me good ideas are body and you don't need. to. Who hasn't
to Involve a fnend In activities not re- hadamomentwhentheyhatetheirbody,
lated to food. Instead, take a fnend for a feel that they eat too much and wish thai
walk or go to the movies. "You don't
they could change their body? The probkeep nagging at them. And as a friend lem is when it becomes an obsession, an
you go and get some help as well because
outlet for one's emotions. There is a
it can be very difficult, frustrating and
healthy future; admitting the problem
painful to try and help someone who
can be the first step and help can lead
may not want your support nght now.
back to a normal relationship with food.
You don't enable your friend by keeping

or bulimia but they are clearly eating
disorder," said Hesslein.
Many people dealing with eating disorders have a sense of loneliness o'risolation from the outside world. They are
very secretive about their eating habits.
"These are the kinds of feelings that other
substance abusers go through as well,"
said Hesslein.
Eating disorders are often a way of
expressing emotions and a way for experiencing some control in their iife. Often
times they have had controlling individuals in their life and this gives them a
sense of power. " They can think, 'At
least I manage what I put in my mouth',"
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It has been known since the 1950's that many psychiatric disorders are not strictly in the mind
of the patient, but are in fact physical disorders which, through proper medication and therapy,
can be treated with great success. Post World War II medical research into various diseases, such
as Tuberculosis, lead to the discovery that some of the medications were having psychological
effects such as mood elevation in the patients. This spawned a entirely new field of research and
is one of the hottest fields in modem medicine. Many of these psychiatric diseases are caused,
in some way or another, by malfunctions in the way nerves throughout the brain and body
transmit messages to each other.
Nerves are not directly connected to each other. The entire nervous system may be thought of
as a giant highway of electrical impulses, the nerves being disconnected sections of road. !norder
for the signals to travel from on~ section of the brain to another or from- the brain to muscles and
sense organs, known as effector organs, something must bridge the gap between the nerves. The
signal cannot cross the gap until the pre syna ptic cell (the sender of the signal) releases a chemical
called a neurotransmitter.
The strength of the signal is dependent upon the amount of the
neurotransmitter in the synapse; more transmitter means a stronger signal. Once the signal has
passed, the cell will either reabsorb the neurotransmitter or it will be broken down by enzymes.
The neurotransmitters bind to molecules on the receiving nerve cell called receptor cites. When
the neurotransmitter bonds to the recptor cites, it triggers the receiving cell to transmit the
message impulse,
Most medications used to treat psychiatric disorders such as depression, dementia, or hypertension, in some way control the amount of these neurotransmitters in the synaptic space. These
medications can be grouped into several general classes based on the disorders they treat and the
way in which they work.
-

TRANQUILIZERS
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Depression

is not merely a "blue

mood." It is a prolonged period defined as a low, sad state in which life seems
bleak and its challenges overwhelming.

BY JASON SALTER

AssociateFeatures Editor
Imagine a world filled with sounds
and movements that will distract you
even from the most interesting

Imagine your schoolwork

of tasks.

taking distant

second to an inanimate object or a simple

movement. This is just a taste of the world
of a person

who suffers from what is

today called Attention Deficit Disorder
(ADD). ADD has become one of the most
widely studied and diagnosed learning
disorders facing pre-adolescents
today.
Recently, studies have also shown an .

Warning Signs: Someone suffering from the following
profile of symptoms may be considered at high risk for clinical
depression. If you or anyone you know has been experiencing these
symptoms for more than a few days, it may be serious. Help is available.
- Anhedonia, or the lack of enjoyment in activites previously viewed as
pleasurable
-Sleeping more than usual or difficulty in falling asleep
• Social isolation
• Difficulty concentrating,

i.e., it is difficult to complete academic work

- Feelings of worthlessness
-Thoughts of harming oneself or others
- Loss of appetite and weight loss; variations include binging on junk food
and eating irregularly
• Psychomotor retardation,

the loss of energy, slowed movements, hesitant

or slowed speech, slumped posture.
-Subjective feelings of pain and isolation that do not go away
-Thoughts of suicide and death, or the desire to die. There is

increase in the number of adult cases as

a distinction between passive suicidal ideation, i.e., '1

well.
ADD is a fairly recent discovery in the
field of mental disorders. In the past, this
disorder was passed off as mere hyper-

wish I could go to sleep and never wake up," and
active suicidal ideation, in which there is a

planned method of death.

activity and was assumed to pass with

maturity.

This has been disproven

recent studies and medication

positive

with

showing

results for this still unfamiliar

disease.

ADD is often coupled withhyperactivity (ADHD) and is still widely unknown
and misd ia g nosed. It

used to be
called
~

Warning signs of

Depression
College's network of responses
seeks to get-students evaluated
This college responds to emotionally
disturbed students inseveral ways.The simplest
is by oIIering copnseling services \0 lhosewho
request them. The other avenues to treatment
are less direct, but more often than not end in
the Officeof Counseling Services.
Students experiencing bouts of depression,
or exhibiting disturbing behaviors such as
excessive sleeping, Unusually high levels of
irritability, or social withdrawal rarely do so
Without attracting the notice of friends,
roommates, and neighbors.
.
"One of the beauties of our little civil
community is that it's hard ~ohide; there are a
whole set of people who ate looking to be
supportive, and it's hard to avoid them/said
Arthur Ferrari, dean of the college.
"Studentsthemselvesoftenplayanimportant
role in [identifying a need for intervention] as
friendsand corridor-mates," Ferrari added. He
said that friends of students experiencing
difficultiesofteninfonn their bousefellows,who
then contact the individuals and evaluate their
situation.
According to Catherine WoodBrooks, dean
of student life,all housefeUows are trained in
ways to approach students in various levels of
crisis, and in making decisions about refering
them to Counseling Services or another
authority if need be. "We try to separate
evaluation and referral," said WoodBrooks,"so
that we don't have a situation where we have
students treating students."
Thus,oousefellows represent thefirstcollege
authority contacted in a residence-based chain
ofreporting. Dependingon thesorts ofbehaviors
the students in question are involved in, a
housefellow is likely to contact the Office of
Student Life, Counseling Services, Campus
Safety,or even the adrninstrator on-call for the
weekend.
Ina dassroom-based chain of reporting, the
basiccontactisfromfacultymembertoacademic
dean.Professorswbo,Ferrarisaid,"mightbegin
toquestionwhyastudentisnotcomingtodass,

or seems suddenly unwilling to participate in
discussion' might callthatstudern:sdassdean,
or sublnit an mid-semestet "'Il"tt \0 the dean
detailing concerns. Ferrari explained that midsemester reports are completed for hlJlldreds
of students whose CPA.is at or below a Cminus, or who may have any other reason to
find themselves inpolentiaJacademicdifficuJly.
While' Ferrari stressed that the academic
deans would be likely to refer students to
Counseling Services,headded thattheadvising
deans are also able to use facilitate
communication with faculty members,
particularly in termsofexplaining the situation
(with the student's permissionl.and inhelping
to arrange extensions or special means of
completing assignments in order tosalvage the
semester's work.
Wood Brooks emphasized that an
administrative response, while it can be
comforting, is very separate from a dinical
response. Administrators and faculty, said
WoodBrooks,haveaninformed understanding
olwhatstudents maybe experiencing,inmany
cases from personal experience with mental
health issues, but in the end, they must weigh
whether it is best for a student to remain in
college. If the deans decide that it is not
apporpriate, students might beasked to take a
medical withdrawal from the college.
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Schizophrenia is a
STRlSS ... a fact of college life common. and commonly
misunderstood disease
BYJENNY BARRON

NtwS Editor

On a typical day, I get up at
about 8:30 a.m, to the fuzzy
sound of the morning news report. From the moment I leave
my room an hour later until the
moment I return around midnight, I am going full force. There
is very little time budgeted for
pausing,orevenbreathing.
With
thisschedule.I find myself often
fighting tha tfamiliar college
demon-stress.
Stress is a fact of
ille in college. From
the distance from
home to looming
exams and papers~
it touches everyone.

But

as

Catherine
WoodBrooks,dean
of student life,
points out, it only
becomes dangerous when it rules
you.
"It becomes unhealthyifitisinterfering with your
academic life and
your social life and
your
ability
to
maintain a healthy
balance between

11
If!'

the two," commented
WoodBrooks. She
noted that Conn
provides help for
those
feeling
ovex\y stressed,

in-

eounselingservices.said that her
officedoesre1axationworkshops
on request to help students deal
with stress. She added that one
housefellow has already requested two for this semester.
During the workshop, participants discuss issues ofstress and
other concerns. Then Hesslein
leads them through some muscle
relaxation and a guided fantasy.
Hesslein has already facilitated workshops during freshmen orienta tion and
leadership training
earlier this year. But
on a day-to-day basis, she suggests exercise, sleep, eating
well, and confronting issues of concern.
"Students should
be having a good
time, but not overloading
themselves," Hessleinexplained.
Other suggestions from campus
officials
include
'breaking up a long
dry with a walk or
some other form of
relaxation.
People
often feel like they
are trapped in a
neverending day:
taking a half-hour
break for lime to
yourself can help to
relieve the pressure.
Stress is a part of
life __.but it need not
College Voice ruleyourlile. Letting

with seemingly overwhelming
stress. Sometimes she also employs something known as a
behavior contract. This involves
a student signing a contract indica ting tha t he or she will do
certain things and not do others.
She notes that even simple things
like eating right and getting
plenty of sleep are essential for
dealing with stress.
Wood Brooks added that students seem to be very conscious

Krisw" [ennon{fhe
Sbe&&,\~ a vary\ng degt:ee, is an everyday occurence in

eluding
advice collegelife
from counseling services, vari-

ous deans, and David Brailey,
health educator as well as stress
workshops set up by individual
housefellows.
- WooliBrooks said that she
tries to provide structure and
guidance to those struggling

stress have too much
over. you

influence

this year about the influence of
stress on their lives. Forinstance,
during the Leadership Conference earlier this year, more students went to the stress workshop than any other event offered.
Laura Hesslein, director of

can lead to more serious problems. There are people here on
campus to help you deal with
the trials and tribulations of college life; they can help you both
recognize the causes- of stress
and help you find ways to keep
it under control.

Anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa
are very common diseases among collegeaged women. Those suffering fromanarexia nervosa
have a distorted body image and, believing they are not
thin enough, starve themselves in an effort to lose weight.
Those suffering from bulimia nervosa also have a distorted body
image, but will binge and then purge in an effort to remain thin. Both are
very serious diseases that can lead to death.
Warning: If you or someone you know exhibit these symptoms this may be an eating
disorder. Remember help is a phone call away.
Anorexia nervosa
- Refusal to maintain the body weight required for healthy functioning'
- Hunger and disorder denied; often proud of weight management and more satisfied
with body
• Amenorrhea, missed menstrual periods and an abnormal cycle
-Intense fear of becoming overweight, leading to starving oneself to stay thin
-Distorted view of one's body, a belief that one is overweight and denial of the
seriousness of one's current weight
Bulimia nervosa
- Abuse of purgatives such as laxatives, diuretics or diet pills
- An unusual amount of time spent thinking and talking about food, dieting and weight
-Hiding binges by eating in one's car, alone. Going to great lengths to keep freque
vomiting a secret.
-Changes in appearance including, skin rashes, dry skin, changes in
texture and quality of fingernails and hair, swollen salivary glands .
• Frequent, obsessive exercise
• Depression
eFrequent weight fluctuation

BYMCHaLE

RONAYNE

Editor in Chief
One out of every hundred
people suffer from it. Over two
million in the U.s. will be or
have been treated for it. The disease is schizophrenia and its effects can be quite debilitating.
Schizophrenia is a psychosis.
It is a break from reality. The
symptoms
of schizophrenia
typically develop in late adolescence or early adulthood. Itis an
impairment of the ability to deal
with and function in the outside
world. It is described, according
to Ronald Comer's text AbnorTIUlIPsychology, as" a disorder in
which personal, social, and occupational functioning that had
previously been adaptive deteriorates into awelter of distorted
perceptions, disturbed thought
processes, deviant emotional
states and motor abnormalities."
Those afflicted with the illness
have various unusual experiences. These experiences vary
depending on the type and extent of the illness and include
auditory hallucinations and delusions. Delusions can mean that
people believe others are persecuting them, attach 'hidden
meanings to others' actions, believe they are famous historical
figures, or believe that others
are controlling their actions. Examples of people suffering from
delusional symptoms are someone who believes that the FBI is
fol~owing and documenting his
or her every move or someone
who believes that there are electrodes in his or her brain sending messages.
According to Comer, there are
various theories as to the causes
of the disease. The different
schools of thought range from
the
sociocultural
and
psychodynamic
views to the
genetic and biological views. The
most recent research has been in
the last area. Genetic research
indicates that there isa gene that
can give one a predisposition to
the disease. An individual with
a predisposition to schizophrenia could develop the disorder
when exposed to extreme stress.
There are many antipsychotic
drugs that are helpful to those
with schizophrenia, such that
many can live and function normally. There are also various
forms of therapy, andinstitutlons that allow patients of
schizophrenia to function.

The disease is more prevalent
in people from lower socioeconomic classes. This is because
those who are afflicted with the
disease are less likely to succeed
economically. There are an equal
number of men and women who
suffer from the disorder.
Comer's
text
explains,
throughouthistory,schizophrenia has been most commonly
associated with "madness." In
the early years AD., a Roman
physician named Galen first
coined the term" dementia" to
describe the reduction in the
number and size of a person's
J'animalspirits."In 1911,Eugene
Blueler applied the word schizophrenia to "disorders of serious
intellectual and mental deterioration."
Confusion often arises as to
the differences between schizophrenia and Multiple Personality Disorder
(MPD). Some
people believe that schizophrenia is a split in personality. The
origin of the word comes from
the Greek for "split mind." In
fact, schizophrenia consists of a
split in the thought process and
withdrawal from reality.
MPD involves a break in one's
personality that results from repeated trauma in early childhood. The person with MPD is
not always aware of the other
personalities and does not experience the same symptoms as
one. with schizophrenia. Each
personality has its own distinct
character, and when different
personalities emerge, one can
even view the difference in handwriting. Depending on the type
of MPD, the personalities may
or may not be aware of one another. Sometimes the personalities can hear the others' voices.
Personalities will change, often
in a dramatic manner, during
stressful situations. These personalities emerge as a coping
mechanism to deal with trauma
too severe to be dealt with by a
small child alone.
Both disorders, while not curable, are treatable. There are
some people that cannot recover
'from these illnesses, but people
with either disorder can go on to
function normally in their lives.
The important thing to remember for anyone with a mental
healthdisorder is to receive help
beca use there is hope for a
healthy future.

Warning
signs of an

.& .

Eating Disorder
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Millionsof dollars in scholarships; fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.

.
The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
.

information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory willprovide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
, ~highschools, business schools, t~chnica\ ..schools. graduate schools. law schoo\.s.
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs .
.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and" other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students.
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.
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Remember, help is right around the corner
would encourage people not to keep that

M1c:Hn.l.E RONAYNE
Editor in Chiq

•

•

You aren't tltinl<ingabout it right now,
but you probably feel pretty good today- don't you? Maybe you have some
difficulties with friends, family, or work,
but you're not feeling as if the walls are
closing in ... or are you?
For someone suffering from a mental
illness, good days are few and far between. When one is coping with a personal problem, it can seem as if things
will never get beller- but they can. If
someone you know has been having more
bad days than good days, or if you're
feeling as though the walls are closing in,
you may need to get help.
The Counseling Services Office, (located in the infirmary), can help, according to Laura Hesslein, director of counseling services. The office is staffed by
four part-time counselors and a parttime psychiatrist.

They offer on-campus,

short-term therapy to students.
Hessleinemphasized that students may

,
~.
.'

;

information

want to seek counseling if they are concerned about one of their friends. It can
be a terrible burden to be a friend to
someone who is in trouble. "The other

things that concern me is that out of

a secret, for themselves

and

for their friend," said Hesslein.
Although the duration of treatment
varies,mostsrodents

who receive therapy

from Counseling Services on a regular
basis do so about once a week for the
length of a semester, according to
Hesslein. And many students do make
use of Counseling Services; although
Hesslein does not keep statistics, she estimates that about 25 percent of each
class seeks counseling on-campus before
graduation.
She allributes the high usage of the
office to the transitions most college stu-

dents face. "Anytime there isalifechange,
people who have a proneness

to depres-

sion are going to be more challenged. All
of their resources are getting pushedgoing to college, a family move, a death
in the family, divorce, or a birth in the
family are life changes which can disrupt
the status quo of living," said Hesslein.
Students

are referred off-campus

for

help if the issues they are struggling with
are more complex than can be dealt with
by part-time staff, or if the students' and
counselors' schedules do not connect.'
'We don't have the resources to do
long-term or more than once a week

respect for one each other, you are more

therapy, and we are also not a 24-hour a

often inclined to keep [a problem] a secret until your friend is ready to get help,
andsoyoucarryaverytremendousscary
burden and feelings of responsibility ... I

day, 7-da}"a week service. So we're limited in terms of being available for people
who are in treatment and might have a
tendency to run into distressing compli-

·waming signs' of

' 'd
S' U1Cle

cations," said Hesslein.

Dr. Daniel Bendor is the part-lime psychiatrist affiliated with Counseling Services. He evaluates and medicates students, but is only available two hours a
week. According to Hesslein, most students in need of psychiatric treatment
are referred to a professional off-campus, although some are seen by Bendor .
Hesslein explained that he chooses the
kinds of disorders he wishes to treat, and
makes decisions about whether to give
psychiatric treatment to a student based
in part upon the type of psychotherapy
that student receives.

Traditionally, people whose lives have
been affected by emotional disturbances,
or who have sought help for their disorders, have been socially stigmatized, a

fact which may have led some to be reIuctanttoseek counseling. Recently, however .. there has been greater OpelUl€SS
about mental health disorders across the
U.S., as the best-selling status of Prowc
Nation may demonstrate.
"It's not as stigmatized as it used to be,
but it's still got a long way to go:' said
Hesslein. "Some people are still depriving therl,selves of the opportunity to get
help out of fear of what other people
might think or say:' she added. But
according to Hesslein, Counseling Services at COIUl, like similar offices across

the nation, is well-used, a fact that she
attributes to the time of life as well as
greater acceptance,
Counseling

Services

can be reached at

extension 2692.

Never underestimate the person
who tells you he/she wants to kill
imself. It could be a cry for help and should
not be ignored. There is a difference between
passive suicidal ideation

i:-e. "1wish

I could go to sleep and

never wake up," and active suicidal ideation, which invoIces
a planned method of death.
Warning; If you or anyone you know is feeling this way, the time to get help
is now. If you are thinking about suicide, call for help immediately.
• Preoccupation with death
- Previous suicide attempts'
• Withdrawal from friends and family
- Negative comments about oneself
• Neglect of one's personal appearance
• Difficulty concentrating
- Not tolerant of rewards and praise
.Comments like "[won't be a problem to
you much longer."
• Irritability
- Eating or sleeping disturbances
- Difficulty remembering or making decisions
eGivlng away personal possestons
«Sudden elevation of mood because a
plan has been made and the end

is near
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The "Year of Discovery" begins
in the sky (1975), which Adelson
The orchestra skillfully predescribed as "a combination of sentOct J.S. Bach's Concerto in A
the old and the new," was the major that featured
Linda
crea tion of composer Richard
Skernick, harpsicordist. Adelson
A "Year of Discovery" in the Felciano; Felciano was-"fasciendeavored to show a link beworld of music began last Sunnated by the idea of ritual and
tween Bach's harpsichord conday evening with the debut perceremony in music." The percerto and Felciano'sWindows in
formance of the Connecticut
formance of this piece was un- the Sky : in short, that "like
College Orchestra under the di- usual because it called for a "con- Felciano, Bach was a great comrection of Michael Adelson, conventional" choir, an orchestra,
poser of ceremonial music."
ductor, and Damon Krieger, as- and a pre-recorded tape. The
Following the intermission,
sistant conductor, in a packed
tape contained vocal parts that the trumpets opened the second
Harkness
Chapel.
Adelson
were electronically enhanced
halfof the concert with Benjamin
promised a "discovery" conand colorized using various ef- Britten's
Fanfare for Sf.
cerning "the connections be- fects.
Edmundsourg. The next work,
tween pieces of music which
The initial contrast that the The Unanswered Question (1906)
exist in vast spaces of time." In- tape
and
live-performers
byCharles Ives, was, as Adelson
deed, this mission of discovery,
sparked was a bit unsettling to stated, "the centerpiece of the
based on an equal partnership
some members of the audience:
program."Theaudience
had the
between the composer, the perhowever, as they adapted to its privilege of hearing some insight
formers, and the audience, was
"newness," the work successon the piece by Noel Zahler, chair
fully bridged two worlds of of the music department, who
two-fold; Adelson explained:
music centuries apart.
edited a published version of
"We will rediscover the classics,
and we will be advocates for the
One of the most interesting
the piece. Adelson then experformances
that readily
plained that the piece required
new." Clearly, the repertoire
proved the commitment to "re_ two conductors due to the placeupheld this promise. Composidiscovering the classics" was ment of sections of the orchestra
tions ranged from an anony1&2 from "La . in different parts of the hall. He
mous work titled, Vigileset Sancti Tambourins
Guirlande" bybaroque-era com- announced the debut of his stu(composed 1623), and Mozart's
dent, Damon Krieger, as one of
poser Jean-Philippe
Rameau.
Symphony #38 in D major
"Prague" '(composed 1786), to The piece originally written as the conductors. Krieger conan instrumental work, was re- ducted the string section while
Edward Diemente' s piece titled,
Bravo-Encore, (composed 1976) discovered by a group of Conn Adelson conducted the woodwinds and the solo trumpet.
singers introduced by Adelson
and Fanfarefor Conn, a composiKrieger "thought the perlortion only two-weeks-old
by as "The Conn Artists" (of which,
it became apparent,Adelson was mance went extremely well." He
Conn's own Michael Adelson.
described the process of conFanfare for Conn .., the first a guest member).
ducting this piece: "It is difficult
This particular performance
"discovery" of the night, feato conduct a very slow piece like
reflected
on
something
that
tured a sort of musical converthis one where the stringed inAdelson had revealed to me besa tion between four trumpets.
fore the concert: "The more I struments are playing very softly
The orchestra, under Adelson's
(pianississimo) because the perlook at music, the more I realize
command, then segued nicely
tormers can't hear each other
into the second piece, Vigiles et that the performances tha t count
well. It's important to keep them
are the ones that are revelatory,
Sancti a beautiful hymn-tune
that reveal something about the alert and in character with the
played ~n the organ by Rudolf
programmatic
aspect of the
Radna. The third piece, Wind07l!s music."
Mn<E McK!NNEY
17" College Voice

BY

Evan CoppolJl/PlJoIography Editor
Bert lim and Damon Krieger were two of the virtuoso clappers that
took time from their busy world lour to perform for a Conn audience.

work. If you loose the calm, relaxed mood, everything will become disjunct and fall apart."
The final performance of the
nightwasMozart'sstirringSymphony #38. Despite the fact that
this was the last piece, the orchestra seemed to find some-

thing extra in their performance
of it; many audience members
felt that this was the highlight of
the evening.
Look for more concerts from
theConnecticutCollegeOrchestra in the future as we all partlcipate in this "Year of Discovery."

Beatles Anthology traces the
evolution of modern rock sound
av Ruot
Special

to

R!ET

the College Voice

"The first new Beatles song in
25 years," proclaims a multimillion dollar advertising campaign. The Beaties Ant!",logy is .
here, and theworld is anxious to
rejoin the waves of Beatlemania
that peppered the 60s with both
joy and sorrow, as people's lives
and livelihood were often centered around the achievements
of the famous quartet from
Liverpool.
The television onslaught, interesting as it may be, pales in
comparison to the real treasure
of the "new Beatlemania" -the
BeatiesAnlhologyCDsets, which
reveal the recording history of
the band through outtakes, live
performances, and unreleased
songs.
Much like last year's masterful Live At The BBC set, the Anthology sets show the Beatles to
be four musical innovators who,
in a six year period, transformed
rock-and-rbll into a serious art
form.
7

Sullivan show.
En:m Coppola/PholograplJy Editor
Anthology Volume 1 (available
• alterna te takes of many
November 21) paints a portrait
songs from the Beatles' first four Michael Adelson talks to the audience during the first of the
of the development
of the
"Discovery Concert Series" presented boYthe Conn College Orchestra.
albums, many including markBeatles' classic" "Merseyside"
sound. The journey starts in edly different performances
1958, with the Quarrymen (an from their previously-released
bb2£liLhc"""ci'ic=
counterparts.
early "skiffle" group featuring
'lm'pialIiiI,l;'ti!1~~
• the first new Beatles song in
John Lennon, Paul McCartney,
;p.q...... #ii .""'"
. p\iI:f<>t'RIm<~ of
and George Harrison) playing a 25years, "Free As A Bird," which
features lead vocals and piano
$<>..... /tlIIt!ic ...
competent (though amateur)
AM><ifL1ha1
by
John
Lennon.
cover of "That'll Be The Day,"
appelUOd on the
The most remarkable aspect
backed with the only known
P~mer obiS" bot
of
Anthology
is
the
fact
that
many
McCartney-Harrison
composiTh ..... day, Friday,
of
the
featured
tracks
were
sub.
tion, "In Spite Of All The Danand _<lay. The
ject to heavy bootlegging. This
ger."
pIay, directed by
From there, the discs cover may make many die-hard
Lind:iI Herr,
provided a unique
the development of the Beatles Beatlefans wonder whether it is
look into the. lives
from their early days until the worthwhile to spend another $30
of educalots and
breakoutofBeatlemania
in 1964. onsongstheymayalreadyhave.
their'Shldenta .8
To
these
skeptics,
Ican
only
say:
Among the highlights of this
characten
the Anthology sets are worth ~
material are:
struggkd with
~ penny. Ofthe 50 tracks pep• ten tracks featuring original
ch.uge5 of &<Jmal
pering
the
two
discs
of
AnlholBeatles drummer Pete Best,
haTOSSmml and
, whose drumming left room for ogy Volume 1, over one-third
other laugh issues.
have not been bootlegged in any
Ringo Starr to take over.
• live performances from the form. A1lthology, both as a teleearly stages of Beatlemania, in- vision special and CD set, sueCessfully rekindles the Beatles
chiding
excerpts
from the
magic in a generation desperground breaking 1964 Royal
ately in need of a musical icon
Command Performance
and
their first appearance on the Ed they can trust.

J?,!&~~p.~'f;
1_
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Christo and Jeanne-Claude share
their remarkable talents and
stories with the Connecticut
College community
BY

Ksu.v CLlFFORO

The O>tJeg< Voiu

Until two years ago, Christo
worked alone; that is, according
to the art world he did. He still
works without an assistant, but
now the artist shares his pieces
with his wife, Jeanne-Claude.
When Christo and JeanneClaude emigrated to the United
States in 1964, they both knew
how hard it was going to be to
gain acceptance in the New York
art world. They decided that in
order to make the transition
smoother, theywouJd both work
under Christo's name; Christo
would function as the artist and
]eanne-Claude as the manager.
Two years ago, they decided to
lift the facade and reveal the
dynamic artistic relationship
that they had all along; ConnecticutCollegewasabJetorevei
in this long-time partnerhip last
week when the two artists came
to share their works and story
with the college community.
Christo and Ieanne-Claude
create art by temporarily transforming a natural or man-made
landmark. On July 24,1995, after twenty-four years of lobbying and planning, the wrapping
ofthe Reichstagwas finally completed. The original
idea
emerged in 1971; however, the
actua\"wrappmg" encountered
some opposition sinceGermany
was split East-West, and ~oth
parts were needed for thepro}ect

\
f

togo ahead.
Throughout history, there has
always been a fascination with
theuseofclothinart.Fabricaiso
possesses the unique quality of
impermanence
which Christo
and Jeanne-Claude find essentiaI to their work: "The temporary quality of our art adds a
syntheticqualityofloveand
tenderness to something that won't
last because it's just that temporary." The artists see a human
tendency to ignore th e permanent and take for granted that
which will always be there. For
these reasons, the wrapping of
the Reichstag remained for only
two weeks; however, in that
time, five million visitors visited the site.
ThewrappingoftheReichstag
involved the aid of 90 professional climbers and 120 Installation workers to attach steei structures and hang the 60.5 tons of
polypropylene fabric. The steei
structures were placed on towers.roof statues and stone vases
to allow the fabric to cascade
creating a dynamic movement·"
of the material in the WInd.
Christo
and Jeanne-Claude
hoped to "hide all the details
and highlight the major proportions of the figure." The fabric
cast a silvery sheen, reflecting
the sun by day and lights by
night. The Reichstag is to be
renovated and transformed into
the ne~ ~rman parlia:nen.t.
The bUlldmg has been histori-

Kristan LLnnon/The College Voice
Christo and Jeanne-Claude spoke at Conn about their recent work, Wrapped Reichstag.

cally seen as a symbol of Ceran idea;" rather, they undertake
man imperialism. As the fabric these tasks for themselves from
is taken down, "Nazi villainy
"whatever comes out of our
and cold war confrontation is heartancjourhead."Theamount
literally unwrapped. as a syrn- of money. h~wever, spent on
bol of a nation's reunification theseproJectslsstaggermg.
The
and rebirth." (Weisman, New
Reichstag project cost approxiYork Times, July 3, 1995)
matelyllmilhondollars;thatlS
Michael Cullen, a Berlin histoenough money to finance the
rian, suggested to Christo that
matriculation of about 408 stuthe Reichstag, little used except
dents at Connecticut College.,
as an exhibition hall, would be
Chnsto and [eanne-Claude s
an ideal place for him to realize
other projects include: surroundhis dream of wrapping a na- ing 11 islands in Biscayne Bay,
tiona! capital.
Florida with pink floating fabric
Christo and Jeanne-Claude
in 1983 and placing 3,lOO.giganrefuse sponsorship of any kind
tic yellow and blue umbrellas in
andfinancealltheirprojectswith
Japanand Califomia in 1991. The
'the money they earn from
umbrella project ended tragisketches, models and other art- cally, however, wh~n a Cahfor- .
work they create. Their refusal
man woman was killed by one
of any type of sponsorship or ofthe SOO-pound umbrellas that
donation is due in part to a de- had been uprooted In a storm.
sire to keep their projects under
Christo and Jeanne-Claude
their own control and not com- proclaim themselves, "the neatmercialized in any way, They est and cleanest artists," due to
are not paid by governments or thecare~land th~x:oughjob they
private organizations to develop
do cleamng a SIte up after a

projectistake~down;they~ake
sure that nothing lSleft behind.
The artists recycle all their materials, and they always take into
account potential threats to :he
environment when planning
their projects.
Neither artist is quite sure
what will next occupy their talents; however,
Christo and
Jeanne-elaude,areeurrentlytrying to get a project underway
entitled
"The Gates." This
project involves the placement
of fabric banners from 15-foothigh gates along 27 miles of
walkways in Central Park in
New York City. Another possible project is "Over the River,
Project for Western U.S.A.,"
which will involve suspending
fabric panels along four to six
miles of river in the Western
Rockies. Regardless of what
Christo and Jeanne-Claude's
next creation will be, it is sure to
be something original and exciting. Be on the lookout for it!

Smashing Pumpkins deliver an air of sadness
platinum album, Siamese Dream.
The running theme throughTIle College Voice
out Mellon Collie and the Infinite
Over two hours of heavy gui- Sadness is quite depressing. Billy
tar riffs and bitching about how
Corgan, the group's lead singer,
love always fails sounds like a sings: "heart strung isyour heart
perfect album to intrigue the frayed and empry.t tempnness
population referred to as Gen- lS loneliness, and loneliness IS
eration X. The double-album by cleanliness, cleanliness is god liSmashing Pumpkins,
Mellon ness, and god is empty just like
Collie and the Il1finite Sadness, is me:' an~, "I'm in love with my
~,Io!J' .. foll
ri I - sadness. Thesel ncs.among a
BY "BRITT WOLFF
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Award-WInning New mel Classk FDms on the
Giant Screen With· Dolby Stereo Surround Sound.
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myriad of others, are just a
sample of the literary content of
Mellon Collie. These "depressing" and "morbid" sounding
songs could turn away fans and
potential listeners; however, tha t
is not the case with this new
release. In fact, this album deliversexactlywhatPumpkin-adoring fans have grown to love. The
Smashing
Pumpkins
never
promised to be a happy-golucky band like the Sugar Cubes
ortheHappyMondays;mstead,
they are a band stnvmg to make
I~steners focus on the.more ~egahve aspects of thelr feelmgs.
Hey, why not? They-do a damn

good job of it, and triggering aIJ to make the double-album,
emotional
response
is wha t Mellon Collieand the Infinite Sadmusic is all about.
ness,comparabletoPinkFloyd's,
The title track tends to stand
The Wall. The similarities are all
out from the rest because of the there; maybe Corganhit the nail
20-piece orchestra which accomon the head when he sta ted this
paniesthe group. The orchestra,
comparison.
The song title,
something new for the Pump"1979:' is actually the year that
kins, actually fits nicely into the The Wall was released.
scheme of the double album.
Regardless of whether or not
Mellon Collie does differ slightly
the Smashing Pumpkins' new
from the other works produced
album is connected
to Pink
by the Smashing Pumpkins. It Floyd's The Wall, the album is
contains a more diverse sound
very dreamy and almost numbranging from heavy based gui- ing; the clever lyrics show that
tar chords to light lyrics with
Corgan is a master at the art of a
soft, complementing melodies.
musical poetry ..
Apparently, Corgan intended
The first song on the new album that has received a significant radio play is "Bullet with
Butterfly
Wings"; however,
there are many other catchy
tunes, such as "1979" and
"Zero, tha tare SUfe to make the
double-album a success.
As far as the Smashing Pumpkins' style, there are no real surprises on Mellon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness; the title of the
:louble-album speaks for itself.
The songs are depressing, but
the album is still filled with a
,ollection of ear-pleasing tunes
that are sure to pique your inter.,st. If you've got an extra 20
::;eorge Washingtons
lying
Hound, it would be worth it to
oick up a copy of Mellon Collie
md the Infinite Sadness to add to
your disk collection.
fI
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THE VOICE SCORECARD
CONN SPORTS:
~.--=:::::a_
Men's Hockey
Middlebury 5 Conn 2
Conn 5Norwich Academ

FL

Men' Basketball
lost to Gettysburg
lost to Heidleberg
lost to Fordham
2

AMERICAN CONfERENCE

NFL NHL

EASI

l]e.M
Buffalo
Miami
Indianapolis
New England
N.Y. Jets

Yi

L

7
6

3
4

5

5

4
2

8

I

def. New England
lost to Indianapolis

CENTRAL
4
0

6
6
6

0
0
0

7

0

defeated Cincinnati
lost to Green Bay
lost to Pittsburgh
lost to Tampa Bay

msI
Kansas City
Oakland
Denver
San Diego
Seattle

9
8

1
2

0
0

5

5
6

0
0

6

0

4
4

EASTERN CONfERENCE

Sunday's Results

o
o
o
o
o

6

6
4
4
4
3

Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Houston
Cincinnati
Jacksonville

Women' Squash
Bowdoin 9 - Conn 0
Colby 8 - Conn 1

defated Washington

Northeastern

NHL

DivisioD

I.Et..M

Yi

L

I

fllinI:;

Pittsburgh
Montreal
Buffalo
Hartford
Boston
Ottawa

11
11

3

3

25

7
9
9
9
12

0
1
1
3
0

22
17
15
15
12

8
7

6
6

Men's Squash
Conn 7 - Haverford 2
Conn 9 - Ohio
Wesleyan 0
lost to Colombia, Colby

Extra Income for '95
Atlantic Division
Florida
Philadelphia
NY Rangers
New Jersey
Washington
Tampa Bay
NY Islanders

14
11
11

10
9

5
3

5

1

6
7
7
9

4
2
2
1
4
2

10
13

Earn $500 • $1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details, RUSH $1.00 with
SASE to"

29
26
24
22
19
14
8

Group Five
NATIONAL

CONFERENCB

57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Dover DE 19901
l]e.M
Dallas
Philadelphia
Giants
Arizona
Washington

Yi

L

EASI
I

8
6
3
3
3

2
4
7
7
7

0
0
0
0
0

Sunday's

Resylts

defeated Giants
lost Philadelphia
lost to Carolina
lost to Washington

CENTRAL

Chicago
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
Minnesota
Detroit

6
6

4
4

5
5

5
5

4

6

defeated Chicago

msI
Atlanta
San Frandsco
St. Louis
Carolina
New Orleans

4
4
4
6
6

6
6
6
4
4

0
0
0
0
0

I.Et..M

Yi

Detroit
Toronto
Chicago
Winnipeg
St. Louis
DalJas

11
10
9
9

defeated St. Louis

,

9

'7

fllinI:;
24
23
21
20

I
2
3
3
2
2
5

\.

17
.~ESSION I:

Colorado
Los Angeles
Anaheim
Vancouver
Edmonton
Calgary
San jose

13
10
10

5
5
3
1

Pacific Diyjsion
2
4
5
5
0
10
6
8
\0
4
4
13
4
14

5)/ all contributed. Mary
Gormanlallied the lone YourMom With
a StiC;I' ggal wiUt the assist going to

Jl1 o$her weeldy

action, Fido downed
Mighty Plucks &-1. Erin Juhl (3, 0),
J'lnrt ShaftQ (2, 0), Dorothy Plechaty (0,
3),andJUlianSt:hroeder (1, 1) led Fido to
yictory. Ursula DeGelS<iorff and Tara
Xem connected for the Plucks goal
:In the closest game of the week, Ath1j!!eS Feet topped HamlIton 5-2. Dardy
"the Scoring MachineN MuJdaur had 4
goalsandaJlassistinthewin.
Stephanie
Chelminsky led Hamilton in scoring
with a goal and an assist.
In Co-ed Volleyball, Really Lucky
Guys are ona tear with an 8-0 record. In
their last contest, they shut out Girls In
the Bathroom 18-0, 15-0. MikeD' Amour
and Amy Asbury were deemed the unsung heroes in the match. .
The other league power-house appears to be Team Sexy at 1().{J. Scott
Devlln'samazingsevenjumpserveaces
helped the Sexy ones defeat Smith 15-5,
15-1.Money has also exhibited some
solid playas they downed I Love Sheep
15-10, 15-5.Finally, Smith lost a bam
burner to the ones who know what time
it is, Four-twen ,15-6, 15-11.
~

JUNE
JULY

3·

4, 1996

JULY

9· AUGUST 9. 1996
The ottkSI American University
in Europe offers:

SESSION II:

28
25

20
16
14

_ More than 75 course; from rhe University's curriculum
for credit or audit from a wide range of disciplines French

10

Immersion -

j-week Program -

Weekend

Excursions and Day Trips to Historic Regions of Europe
_ Special 'College Preview' High School Program in Paris
For complete program i"formation, call or write:

6

lost to Atlanta
defeated Arizona

HqUy Hawkins.

"

6
7
8

s

~jtepeatasfloor hockeychampions
·~illard(l,

L
5

6

lost to Detroit
defeated Cleseland
.. defeated Jacksonville

0
0
0
0
0

•

Central Division

The American University of P:lrl.o;Summer programs
Box ~2. 31, :IV. Bosquet. 75343 Paris Cedex 07
rd. (33/]) 4062 0600 Fax CUll) 47 OS 33 49
New York office: Tt:'1.(212) 677-4870

RECYCL~-

Web site -

hup:l/www.auoJr

E-mail-Summer@auo.fr

Wanted!!!

Students

Over 120 American
manufacturers need you to
assemble products at home.
Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday
decorations, etc. Earn $280 to
$652 weekly. Part time/full time.
Experience unnecessary/will
train. You're paid weekly.
Call 1·602·680·7444 Ext. 1001C

Individuals, Student
Organizations to Promote
SPRING BREAK.
Earn MONEY
& FREE TRIPS.
CALL IN:rERCAMPUS
PROGRAMS
http://www.icpt.com
1-800-327·6013

-

MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE
Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!

•

•

Sunday • Saturday(Slift)l-69~1i87
Fax & Notary];l,~ain
St

I

I

f
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SPORTS
Men's s uash
starts of strong
BVVIN FARRELL

The College Voice

,

Kristan lLnnon/The College Voice
Men's Ice Hockey opened this season with a loss.

Ice Hockey takes opening shot on season

els shut down the Cadets from
Norwich in a 5-2 thrashing.

two fouls and had to face the
Panthers with only three skaters. Middlebury capitalized on
the power play and tied the game
at one. Middlebury then scored
two more, going up to Sc l.with
courage in their eyes and mouth
guards in their mouths, the
pucksters fought back to 3-2 on
a goal from David Kessler. That
is as close as the Camels would
get, finally losing 5-2.
The story of the game probably was the heroics of the senior keeper, Todd "the Shoe"
Shestok. Shestok turned away
47 of 52 Middlebury shots, with
reflexes that mirror his ability
on the remote. Not to be out-

Opening night was full of exConnecncut is expecting big things this
season with key players back
and a plethora of freshman and
transfers, not to mention a
couple of great keepers. Senior
tri-captain
Ben Smith said,
"With the new players, the team
has a new attitude and the team
is going to be resilient this year."
Connecticut went on top early
with Mike Deplacido scoring
early off a pass from Kyle Ries
and jamie May. The National
Champions,
while stunned,
were able to come back- and
quickly. The Camels were hit by

was able to keep out five of 30
tennis balls that were thrown to
the ice after Connecticut's second goal. Smith said, "1 am
proud 'of the guys because we
never gave up:' - which would
have been easy to do.
The shaved heads of the freshmen were quickly a majority
when the Cadets of the Norwich
Academy shot down Route 32.
The Camels came out flying with
three unanswered goals in the
first period. Scoring in the first
were freshman Dave Watson,
junior Curt Wilcox and senior
Skip Miller, respectively. Over-

BY DEREK CRUMP

TI,e College Voice
The Men' shockey team kicked
off their 1995-1996 season with
high hopes and big sticks. The
season opened on Friday night
down at the recently converted
soccer rink. Middlebury came
to town fresh off of a national
championship.
However, this
did not intimidate the mighty
Camels. The Connecticut men
finally succumbed 5-2 in a hardfought game. But Saturday afternoon brought a different team
and a different result. The Cam-

citement and fanfare.

done,

the Middlebury

tender

confident, the Camels let in two
goals in the second period.
Going into the third, the
hockey guys were holding on to
3-2 lead. It was time to bury
them.
TheCamelsscored twice, with
ChrisAbplanalpandjeanLabbe
putting the puck between the
pipes, and bringing home the
win at 5-2.
The weekend was a success
for the Camels. Chris Ruggiero
said, "The weekend was an extreme success, and we hope to
use the momentum in the upcoming tournament." A hardfought game with Middlebury
and a win against Norwich show
that the Camels will be a team to
watch this season.
The leadership is strong with
Smith, Ruggiero, and Ant Segala
as captains, and it will need to be
given the relative youth of the
team and the. length of the season.
The team is looking to continue its winning ways this
weekend
in Middletown
at
Wesleyan. The Camels are battling the Turkeys from Amherst
on Saturday. Depending on the
outcome, the Camels could wind
up in a match-up with the
Oberman-led
jerks
from
Wesleyan.

a

After ending last season on a
resounding note, winning the
Loomis Chaffee trophy at the
National Tournament, our Camels are looking foreword to what
potentially could be the best season in our program's history.
Men's squash began the season this past weekend at the
Williams College Tournament.
This tournament has proven to
be an accurate measure of how
the team will perform throughout the season.
Senior captains Glen Brenner
and Brigham Keehner were
more than satisfied with the
teams performance.
When
asked about the weekend
Brenner replied, "Our rigorous
pre-season proved to be beneficial in preparing us for this tournament. All ten players were
excited and ready to rock this
weekend." In addition to the
intensive training, the team also
has a new coach, Alex Feller.
Coach Feller, a recent graduate
of Yale University, has been instrumental in honing the skills
of each individual player as well
as fostering team unity.
The team played five matches,
of which they won two. They
defeated Haverford 7-2, and
Ohio Wesleyan 9-0. In both
matches everyone played well
enough so that rteither team was
a threa t. The losses were to Columbia, Colby, and Fordham.
All of these schools are deep
throughout the ladder and the
Camels had trouble defeatin

them. However, many players
had tough matches and lost by
the narrowest
of margins.
Against
Colby,
Brigham
Keehner played his best match
of the weekend, taking his opponent to four games. Likewise,
senior john Hanes had a great
match against Fordham which
turned into a rough match. In
fact, Hanes' opponent drew
blood on him with the racquet.
When Hanes was questioned
about the incident his only reply
was, "It's athletes like him that
violate the code of ethics that
NESCAC obliges by." The greatest surprise of the weekend
though was rookie sophomore
Craig Hirokawa. After only six
weeks of ever playing the sport,
Craig won all five rna tches. Both
his opponents in the Columbia
and Colby matches were accomplished players who have been
playing for a few years now. But
Craig Simply would not allow a
better player to defeat him.
Coach Feller, commenting on
Craig's performance said, "Craig
went into each match and
pushed himself to another level.
He is an incredible athlete who
will mature into a great player."
Overall the team had a successful weekend
and they
learned that they can defeat the
best teams such as Colby and
Bowdoin. Although they need
to jump to the next level of competition, the entire team is excited and prepared for the challenge.
The team has high expectations for the remainder of the
\ season.

Women'ssquashtea~trains hard for ch~~~£~ige~.eason
BY ROBYN

MANCUSO

Sports Editor
The women's squash team
began its season with some disappointing losses in its-first two
matches of the year. Coach
Sheryl Yeary and her team players traveled a long distance to
Maine to meet Colby and
Bowdoin in an exciting yet frustrating initial confrontation.
Unfortunately, the team lost 0-9
to Bowdoin and 1-8 against
Colby.
Congratulations
to sophomore Laurie DeCosta for winninz the onlvmatch of the week-

With only four senior squash
members, the team is faced with
many challenges and a potenfially difficult season after losing several valuable players last
year.
"We are a very inexperienced
team and Bowdoin's probably
the best team on our schedule
this year:' said Yeary. However, although the new squash
team is composed
of many
rookie players, including five
freshmen, they have been practicing vigorously since the beginning of October at their voluntary captain's practices, fervently led byseniorsEliza Alsop

The team officially began the
season on November 1. The
members are determined to discipline themselves
through
tough drill sessions in order to
prepare for the season. For the
underclassmen in particular,
these sessions will provide the
necessary
experience
and
stamina needed for upcoming
seasons. Despite a tough weekend, the team is anything but
intimidated. Their primary intentions are to form a strong,
cohesive team and to improve
greatly over the season, and
they've got the enthusiasm and
determination to accomplish it.

51IQrYllMiskovitz/rhe College voice
Women's Squash looks to their enthusiasm and determination.

Athletes of the Week

~

Sp~cial reco~ tio~ n:ust be awarded to Craig Hirakawa on the men's squash team. Craig won all five '\
( of his matches ill his first season on the team and after having learned the sport only six weeks ago!
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